6039

Special Specification 6039
Overhead Signs
1.

DESCRIPTION
Remove and relocate existing overhead sign from current location on overhead sign supports to new or
existing overhead sign supports.

2.

MATERIALS
Repair damage caused by relocation process to the requirements of this Item, and the pertinent
requirements of the following Items:
 Item 445, “Galvanizing”
Reuse undamaged components when relocating an existing overhead sign. If such components are
damaged during relocation or if additional components are required, furnish galvanized steel, non-corroding
stainless steel, or dichromate-sealed aluminum brackets, clamps, bolts, and other hardware, in accordance
with DMS-7120, “Sign Hardware.”

3.

CONSTRUCTION

3.1.

Relocation. Remove existing overhead sign and relocate to new or existing overhead sign support as shown
on the plans. Repair or replace damaged components as directed. Reuse existing components, unless
otherwise directed. Accept ownership of unsalvageable materials and dispose of in accordance with federal,
state, and local regulations.

3.2.

Handling and Storage. Handle and store existing signs or portions of signs removed so that they are not
damaged. Store all signs off the ground and in a vertical position until erected. Prevent any damage to the
various sign assembly components. Replace any portion of the sign damaged by the Contractor designated
for reuse or salvage, including messages removed. Stockpile all removed sign components that will be
reused or that become the property of the Department at designated locations. Accept ownership of
unsalvageable materials and dispose of them in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations.

3.3.

Cleaning. After the sign has been installed, wash the entire sign with a biodegradable cleaning solution to
remove dirt, grease, oil smears, streaks, finger marks, and other foreign materials. Biodegradable cleaning
solution will be acceptable to the sheeting and screen ink manufacturers.

3.4.

Inspection. Signs will be inspected for damage after relocation and installation by both daylight and night
visual inspection. Damage to the sign face that is not visible when viewed at a distance of 50 ft. will be
acceptable. Replace unacceptable signs.

4.

MEASUREMENT
This Item will be measured as each overhead sign relocated.

5.

PAYMENT
The work performed and materials furnished in accordance with this Item and measured as provided under
“Measurement” will be paid for at the unit price bid for “Relocate Existing Overhead Signs”.
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This price is full compensation for removing overhead signs; storing the components to be reused or
salvaged; disposal of unsalvageable material; reinstalling existing overhead sign on new or existing overhead
sign supports; loading and hauling; and equipment, materials, labor, tools, and incidentals.
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